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Launching: JackTrip Subscriptions

Attention all Studio owners! Subscription plans are launching on January 1st
2022. Here's what you need to know:

Up to 5 musicians can continue connecting to your studios for free 30 minute
sessions. You can host as many of these free 30 minute sessions as you like.

No credit card is required.

To host more than 5 musicians, or sessions longer than 30 minutes, upgrade

to one of our monthly subscription plans.

Make sure to check out "Plan & Billing" on your profile to get a report of your

current usage and pick the plan that's right for you.

In August, we started including coupons for free studio time with the purchase

of all new digital and analog bridge devices. Any coupons for studio time

should be redeemed by the studio owner, to take full advantage of the

additional time in your studios.

Limited time offer: If you post a short recording of your group using JackTrip

on social media before March 30, 2022, let us know by sending an email to

social@jacktrip.org. We will send you a coupon for 300 free studio minutes!

Nonprofit discounts: please send an email to sales@jacktrip.org (or reply to

this newsletter) to verify your eligibility and receive a code to unlock

discounted pricing.

We're hard at work building the best-in-class online music platform that musicians

deserve, and charging for our service is a vital part of continuing that mission.
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Community Events Calendar + NYE Party

We've just launched an update to our community forum, the upcoming events

calendar! This is a great way to connect to other musicians on JackTrip- feel free to

post your online musical events there, whether you're looking for people to make

music with or audience members.

We're kicking off 2022 with a NYE party, hosted by the JackTrip Community at

Stanford. Check out the event page for links to join.

Product Updates from Virtual Studio

We've got a big batch of product updates for you... buckle up!

New Studio Locations
You can now spin up studios in the following locations:

Dallas, TX

Kansas City, MO

Philadelphia, PA

Denver, CO

Minneapolis, MN

Phoenix, AZ

New York City, NY

Boardman, OR

Throughout 2022, we plan to add over 50 new studio locations!

Check out the full list of supported locations and our latest expansion plans

JackTrip Desktop App
Global supply chain crisis preventing you from getting your Analog or Digital bridge?

Luckily, the newest version of the free JackTrip Core desktop client has a graphical

user interface and can be used with Virtual Studio! This can run directly on your

home PC or laptop and allows you to experience the magic of online music

collaboration.
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While the bridge is still the most reliable way to get connected to the virtual studio,

we love the ability to connect from your home computer as well. Whether you're a

studio musician looking to do advanced audio routing, or you're trying to save on

cost and cables, the JackTrip Desktop app is an awesome tool in the toolbelt.

 

Versions for Mac, Windows, and Linux are now available! Click here for Step-by-

step Instructions

Noise Gate + Audio Mixing
Our studios now includes a flexible noise gate to help you remove unwanted hiss

and static from your studio’s sound.  

Just click on the “Audio” tab to make sure the Auto-Pan Mixer is selected for your

studio. It will use default settings that we have found work great for most musicians,

but feel free to tweak them to your liking. You can drag the “Gate Threshold” slider

to the left to make it less aggressive (all the way to the left will effectively turn it off),

or to the right to clear up more unwanted noise.
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Stay tuned to the latest Product Updates for more Audio Mixing developments. Don't

be alarmed if some really cool stuff is coming in early 2022... 🚀

Device Controls Redesign + Tooltips
To simplify your device management experience, we’ve reorganized the devices

view. A lot of settings that aren’t widely used are now under the “Advanced Settings”

fold which can be accessed with a click. We’ve also redesigned the volume sliders

for ease-of-use by making them bigger and stand out more.

 

What's a Buffer Size? What's an Input Channel? We've added a few extra tooltips

scattered throughout the app on both device and studio settings pages. The audio

world can be full of scary technical terminology and we hope this helps clear some

of that up.
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Snappier Studio Changes
When changing a setting (like sample rate) on a studio, you should see the change

get reflected almost immediately. Previously, you may have observed that it could

take a few seconds to actually change.

Studio Size and Time Warnings
Studios will now show a warning 5 min prior to shutdown. This gives you a heads up

so you can extend your session hopefully avoiding any unceremonious

disconnections!

   

   



There’s also a new alert that appears if you hit the limit on studio capacity. We

recommend you restart your studio with a higher participant count to avoid

unpredictable behavior from the server.

That's all for now. From all of us at JackTrip, have a safe and happy holiday
and a great start to the new year!

 - JackTrip Labs Team

JackTrip, https://jacktrip.org, Palo Alto, CA
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